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Abstract 

New results are reported in our search for the electric dipole moment de of the electron in 

the ground 62P 112 state of 205yl. The atomic beam magnetic resonance method is employed with 

separated oscillating fields. A magnetic field B defines the axis of quantization, and an electric 

field E, parallel to B, is applied in the region between the oscillating fields. Laser optical pumping 

is used for state selection and analysis, and the signal is fluorescence accompanying the decay of 

excited atoms in the analyzer region. The signature of a non-zero electric dipole moment is a 

dependence of the signal on the P,T-odcfrotational invariant E•B. Two counterpropagating atomic 

beams are e~ployed to reduce a systematic effect due to the motional magnetic field 

Exv /c. Auxiliary experiments are performed to isolate and eliminate residual sources of systematic· 

error. The result is de =[1.8±1.2(stat)±l.O(syst)] xw-27 e em. A detailed discussion is given of 

the experimental method, sources of systematic error and their elimination, and results. 

__ 1. Introduction 

In this paper we report new results in our search for the electric dipole moment (EDM) of 

the electron[1,2]. Existence of an EDM would imply that time reversal (T) invariance and parity 

(P) are violated. Searches for the EDM of the electron [3-6], the neutron[7,8] and nuclear 

EDM's[9,10] are motivated by the existence of CP violation in neutral kaon decay, which is 

known to be equivalent toT violation [11]. No satisfactory theoretical explanation for CP violation 

exists, but several theoretical models of that phenomenon have been proposed (see Table 1), with 

widely varying predictions for the electron EDM [12-15]. According to the standard model, the 

electron EDM is far too small to be detected, but a number of plausible alternative models predict 

values for the electron EDM large enough to be observed in practical experiments. 

To detect the presence of an electric dipole moment d, one must place the particle of interest 

in an electric field E and measure its incremental energy: W = -d•E. In the case of the free (neutral) 

neutron, this can be done directly, but it is obviously impossible for a free (charged) electron. One 

* Present address: Max Planck lnstirute for Quantum Optics, Hans Kopfermann-Str. 1 D-85748,Garching,Germany 



is thus led to the following question: if an unpaired valence electron in a neutral paramagnetic atom 
were to possess an EDM de, would the atom as a whole possess an EDM da proportional to de? 

At first glance this would appear to be impossible, since a neutral atom is not accelerated when 
placed in a uniform external electric field. Thus, the average force on each of the charges in the 
atom must be zero. Since in the non-relativistic limit, the force on a charge is proportional to the 
local electric field, this would seem to imply that the average electric field at each charge in the 
atom is zero. The external E field would therefore be screened by rearrangement (polarization) of 
the other charges. 

However this simple argument, which may be cast in quantum mechanical form [16], is 
valid only in the non-relativistic limit Sandars[17] has demonstrated that when relativistic effects 
are taken into account, da can actually be quite large for suitable paramagnetic atoms. The ratio R = 

dafde is found to be :::::: z3a2 in magnitude (where Z is the atomic number and a is the fine 

structure constant). The "enhancement factor" R has by now been calculated quite accurately for a 
number of atoms by a variety of many-electron relativistic perturbation techniques (see Table 2). 

For the ground ~P112 state of thallium (Z=81), one finds 

R= -585 (1) 

with a theoretical uncertainty of about ;i%[18]. In the present experiment, a search is made for 

da(20~J; 62P1f2) and the results are interpreted in terms of de by means of (1). 

It should be noted that in principle a finite da could arise from a variety of causes: a) an 

intrinsic nucleon EDM; b) a P,T odd nucleon-nucleon interaction; c) an intrinsic electron EDM; or 
d) a P,T odd electron-nucleon interaction [19]. The present experiment is not sensitive to a) or b) 
but is sensitive primarily to c). However, our results may also be used to place a limit on one form 
of d), and to set useful limits on possible P-even, T-odd e-e and e-N interactions, as well as T
odd beta decay couplings [20]. 

2. Experimental Method 

2.1 Brief Sketch of the Method 

We first give a brief and simplified description of the experiment. The atomic beam 
magnetic resonance method with separated oscillating fields [21] is employed, (see Fig. 1). The 
experiment is performed in a weak uniform magnetic field B that defines the axis of quantization z; 
(typically Bz = .42 Gauss). A strong electric field E (typically 107 kV /em) is placed between the 

two oscillating field regions and is nominally parallel to B. In order to minimize an important 
possible systematic effect (the "Exv" effect), we utilize two counterpropagating beams of atomic 
Tl, which are emitted from their sources and travel in the ±x directions (vertical to minimize the 
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effects of gravity). 
Let us follow the up-going beam in order to explain the main features. As the beam 

emerges from the oven it consists almost entirely of atoms in an incoherent mixture of the ground 
state components F=l, mp+l,0,-1 and F=O, mpO, with essentially equal populations. (See Fig. 

2 for the energy levels of 20.5-rl). In the state selector the atomic beam intersects a laser beam 

propagating in they direction, linearly polarized in the z direction, and tuned to the El transition 

6P112, F=l - 7S, F=l at 378 nm; (See Fig. 3). Here the selection rule AmF =0 holds; moreover 

there is no transition F=l,mF = 0 - F=l,mF = 0, since the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient is zero. Atoms excited to the 7S, F=l, mp±l states decay spontaneously in the 

following ways: a) to 6P112, F=l,mp±l states, from which they are repumped; b) to 6P112, 

F=l, mpO, where they remain; c) to 6P112, F=O, mpO, where they remain and play no further 

role; or d) to the metastable state 6P3;2, accompanied by fluorescence at 535 nm, which is 

detected. Since the mean life of 6P312 (:::::: .2 s) is long compared to the transit time of the beam 

through the apparatus, atoms arriving in this state remain and play no further role. 

Consequently, as the beam emerges from the state selector region, the 6P112, F=l level 

contains only atoms in the mp=O sublevel, the mp=±l components having been depopulated, and 

we may represent the F=1 state by the three-component spinor: 

(2) 

The beam next traverses the first rf region (RF 1 in Fig. 1) of length l = 5 em. Here a magnetic 

field 8 1 cos wt ~ oscillates in the x direction at frequency w tuned to the Ml transitions 

6P1f2,F=l, mpO - mF = ±1. (Note that for Bz = .4 G. the shift in frequency of the mpO 

state due to its dependence on Bl is less than 2Hz.) On resonance, for a mono-energetic atomic 

beam, and for the appropriate field magnitude 81, '¢undergoes the following transformation in 

RF1: 

(3) 

here expressed in the rotating frame. Thus as the F=1 atoms emerge from RFl they are in a 
coherent superposition of mp±1 components. 

The beam then passes through the electric field E of length L=100 em. If da:;t:O, '\jJ' 

undergoes the following transformation: 

'\jJ'- '\jJ" = it(exp(-~llEE)) ~ it((~-i~ EE)) 
2 

exp( illEE) 
2 

(1+i11EE) 
(4) 

where 11E = ±1 for E>O, E<O respectively, and 
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(5) 

where v is the beam velocity. 

The beam next passes through the second rf region RF2 , also of length l = 5 em. RF2 

contains magnetic field B1cos(rot+a)~, which oscillates coherently with that of RF1 and has the 

same amplitude, but differs from the latter by a phase a = ±1t/4 or ±3x/4. On resonance and for a 

= ±3t/4, ~"undergoes the following transformation in RF2 in the rotating frame: 

-i 11 aa (1 + 11E11st) 
±'lls e 2 

1}1" -~"' = -A (I ::tr'IE11BE) (6) 

- in a (1 =i-11E11BE) -1-'rJ 8 e · .a 
2 

and where 11B = ±1 for Bz >0,<0 respectively. 

Finally the atoms enter the analyzer region. Here a second laser beam, directed as before 

along they axis, with z linear polarization, and tuned to the transition 6P112, F=1 - 7S, F=1 at 

378 nm, intersects the atomic beam. Once again optical pumping occurs, and only atoms in the 

states 6P112,F=1,mF =±1 are excited to the 7S state. The fluorescence at 535 nm accompanying 

decay of7S atoms in the analyzer region is detected. Its intensity is proportional to the sum of the 

populations of 6P112, F=1,mp±1 states just prior to laser excitation; hence from (6) it is 

proportional to: 

(7) 

By observing the change inS when E orB are reversed, one measures E and thus de. In (7), the 

term withE is proportional to the P,T odd pseudoscalar E•B. 
By means of automatically controlled beam stops, we switch back and forth periodically 

I 

from the up beam to the down beam. The state selector, RF1, RF2, and the analyzer for the up 
beam become the analyzer ,RF2, RF1, and the state selector, respectively, for the down beam. 

For the beam velocities and el~tric fields employed in this experiment, an electron EDM of 

1·10-27 e em (where e is the electronic charge) would correspond to I tl :::: 3·10-7. Thus to reach a 

sensitivity of 1•1o-27 e em, we must measure an asymmetry of several parts in 107. Quite clearly 

this requires careful attention to systematic effects and the acquisition of much data. 
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In the idealized description just given, we have ignored a number of important features, 
including the beam velocity distributions, the deviation of applied radio frequency from resonance, 
the quadratic Stark effect, the Exv effect, and a geometric phase effect. In the sections that follow, 
these features are introduced as we discuss various aspects of the experiment in detail. 

2.2 The Atomic Beams. 
The atomic beam ovens, of conventional design [22], are made of 304 stainless steel and 

equipped with .05 em dia.helically wound tantalum wire heaters supported in ceramic insulators. A 
full oven load consists of about 130 grams of 99.999% pure thallium metal with natural 
abundance: 70% A=205, 30% A=203. For each oven the source slit is .95 em deep (x), .95 em 
long (y), and .125 em wide (z). The oven reservoir and slit regions have separately controlled 

· heaters to maintain the slit jaws at slightly higher temperatures than the reservoir; this prevents 

condensation of thallium on the jaws. Typi~l reservoir operating temperatures are:::: 920°K, at 
which the vapor pressure of Tl is approximately .04 torr, and the fluxes of atoms from the up
beam and down-beam source slits are F:::: 9x1Q16 s-1 and 5x1o16 s-1 respectively. (These differ 

because of details in oven construction)~ For the fluxes stated, one oven load lasts for months of 
operation. Much higher fluxes(::::: 8x1o17 s-1) have been generated at temperatures up to 10800 
K. It would be. appropriate to employ such fluxes if noise in the signal were dominated by shot 
noise; however this is not the case, and at present, very little improvement in noise is obtained by 

operating the ovens above 9200K. 
The velocity distribution of each atomic beam is approximated by the standard formula 

f(v) = ~v3exp[- (Y'o)J (8) 

;here v0 = J 2kJetr . T eff is expected to be considerably higher than 9200 because of the large 

depth of the source slits [23]. In fact we find from measurements of the width of magnetic 

resonance "Ramsey" fringes (see Sec.2.6) that Teff:::: 10900K, which corresponds to vo= 3.0 x 

1o4 em s-1· and an average beam velocity <v>=l.33 vo =3.9 x 1o4 em s-1. Direct 

measurements of the velocity distribution were carried out by rapidly switching the polarization of 
state selector and analyzer laser beams with the aid of Pockels cells. The results are in agreement 
with (8) but the precision of these measurements is not very high. 

Each oven is mounted on a double translation stage controlled by micrometer screws from 
outside the vacuum system, for translation in they and z directions. Each atomic beam passes 
through a sequence of slits, (See Fig.1). Slit assemblies 1,2,3,4 are mounted. on translation stages 
that permit motion in the z direction, controlled from outside the vacuum. ·For normal operation 
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slits1,2,3,and 4 are centered on the beam axis and are 1.0 em long (y) and .1 em wide (z); ("full" 
slits). However, a variety of other choices are possible (See Fig. 4). The inclined slit shown in 
Fig.4 is useful for determining the sensitivity of the detectors as a function of atom position in the 
y direction , while the "full" and "half' slits are useful for auxiliary measurements of contributions 
to the "Exv" effect (See Sec. 3.1). The collimating slits Ct.C2 are mounted on fixtures attached 

to the electric field plate assembly, and are aligned with respect to the electric field plates on the 
bench, prior to insertion in the vacuum system. These slits are .5 em long (y) and .05 em wide (z). 
In normal operation, the beam dimensions are defined by the collimating slits and the relevant 
source slit, not slits 1-4, which are large enough to be cleared by the beams. The distances in the x 
direction of slits 1-4and C1>C2 from each source are given in Figure 1. 

2.3 Optical Pumping 

The 378 nm light is generated by a Coherent CR 699-21 ring dye laser, pumped by red 
light (typically 5.3 W) from a Coherent 100 K3 krypton laser. The ring laser utilizes LD 700 dye 
to produce single mode 756 nm radiation, and a Lii0:3 doubling crystal mounted inside the ring 

cavity is employed to generate 378 nm photons. Typically, we extract a 378 nm beam with a 
power of ::::: 3 m W and a bandwidth of ::::: 1 MHz. 

The state selector and analyzer each consist of an ellipsoidal mirror of polished aluminum, 
with the intersection (interaction region)"of the atomic and laser beams at the near focus, the axis of 
symmetry along z, and the semi-major and minor axes equal to 14.6 ern and 9.8 em respectively. 
The reflectivity for 535 nm radiation over a wide range of angles is better than 85%. An optical 
filter is located close to the other focal point It is a 7.6 ern dia colored glass filter (Hoya Y 44) that 
transmits 535 nm but absorbs 378 nrn light On the surface of the filter facing the interaction 

region there is a coating with reflectivity~ 99.5% for 378 nm at all incident angles=:;; 450, and 
with 85 % transmission of 535 nm light. The filter is followed by a 60 em long tapered plastic 
light pipe with 70% transmission for 535 photons, at the end of which is placed an Amperex XP 
3461B photomultiplier tube. The 68 mrn dia. photo-cathode is of the green-extended bialkali type 
with :::::14 % quantum efficiency at 535 nm. The overall efficiency of this system for light 
collection and photo-electric conversion is :::::5%. 

Fig. 5 shows typical optical pumping signals obtained on the transition 6P1f2, F=1 --+ 7S, 

F=1 for 205Tl, with no rf fields applied. (The 205Tl optical resonance is separated from the 

corresponding resonance in 203Tl by the isotope shift: 1.55 GHz.) Both state selector and analyzer 
fluorescent signals shown in Fig. 5 are power-broadened considerably compared to the natural 
width of 21 MHz. In addition the analyzer signal is finite on the wings of the resonance but dips to 
zero over an extended region near resonance center. This occurs because the population of 6P1f2, 

F=1,mp±1 atoms is reduced to zero in the state selector at optical resonance, and is not 

replenished in the space between state selector and analyzer unless rf-induced reorientation occurs. 
Detailed calculations yield optical pumping curves in good quantitative agreement with the 
observations of Fig.5. During data acquisition, the laser frequency may drift slowly. To recenter it, 
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we periodically generate optical resonances such as are shown in Fig.5, use a computer algorithm 
to find the center of the state selector resonance curve, and correct the laser frequency accordingly. 

Atthepeakoftheoptical resonance the state selector fluorescent signal for the up beam is 

typically 6x109 photo-electrons (p.e.)/s, and the analyzer fluorescent signal at optical resonance 

and at the center of the ±x/4 rf resonance is:::::: 8 x 107 p.e./s. These signals are so large that it is 
unecessary to use all 8 photomultiplier dynode stages. Instead, we connect the last 4 dynodes to 
the anode, and operate each tube at moderately low voltage, where the gain is approximately 600. 
Each PMT is followed by a preamplifier with two automatically controlled gain settings: (high 
when in analyzer mode; low when in state selector mode). The preamplifier outputs are fed to gated 
integrators, a 12 bit ADC, and a computer for data processing. 

2.4 The Electric Field 

The electric field plates, constructed of 6Al4V titanium alloy, are 100 em long (x) and 5 em 
wide (y); the gap between the plates is 2.27 mm (z). The plates are supported in a rigid aluminum 
alloy structure with fused silica insulating spacers. The high voltag~ is supplied by two separate 
power supplies: [Glassman: WG 30P10(positive); 20N05(negative)].These are connected via 
standard high voltage cables to an automatically actuated double p()le-double throw vacuum high 

voltage switch, followed by a current monitor, a 107 ohm current-limiting resistor in each line, 
vacuum feedthroughs, and finally the plates. The combined capacitance of the plates and of the 
high voltage cables feeding them is ::::::1000 pF and the charging time constant is ::::::.010 s. 

After the plates were machined and surf ace ground, they were degreased and washed in a 
sequence of baths: hot alkali solution, hot H2S04, HN03 -HF, and finally de-ionized water. After 

assembly in the vacuum system and evacuation, the plates must be "conditioned" in order to hold a· 
high field without drawing excessive leakage current. The following procedure is employed and is 

always effective: argon gas is admitted to the vacuum system at a pressure of ::::::I0-3 torr, and the 
polarity of the field is reversed about once every 10 or 20 seconds as its magnitude is gradually 
increased. The leakage current, usually quite high at first, subsides over a period of:::::: 24 hours, 

and is deemed to be acceptable when it is less than or equal to w-8 amperes forE:::::: 140 kV /em. 
The argon is then pumped out, and the plates are ready for service. Presumably the argon ions 
sputter away small prominences on the plates that would otherwise cause field emission. 

2.5 The Magnetic Field 

Magnetic field Bz is generated by two coils of length 184 em {x), width 36 cm(y), and 

separation 20.5 cm(z)(See Fig. 6). The coils are placed symmetrically with respect to the beam 
axis in y and z coordinates, and symmetrically with respect to the midplane in x. Each coil has 70 
turns, and they are connected in series. The power supply for the z coils is of critical importance 
because noise from magnetic field fluctuations due to variability of the current can be very 
significant; (the rf resonance frequency is directly proportional to this current). For some time and 
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for a wide variety of measurements we employed a commercial constant-current power supply of 

high quality (Northhills TC 602). However its RMS current fluctuations ol are proportional to I 
and become intolerable at the relatively large values of Bz that are preferred io minimize the 

geometric phase effect (see Sec.3.2). Thus, one of us (S.B.R.) designed and constructed a 
constant- current power supply of much lower noise, that has proven to be very successful [24], 
and was employed for almost all of the EDM data reported here. A pair of coils similar to those 
employed for Bz is used to generate a magnetic field in the y direction. Each y- coil has 18 turns, 

and these are connected in series and powered by a constant current power supply. Four coils are 
employed to generate a magnetic field in the X direction for diagnostic purposes. Their planes are 
perpendicular to the beam axis (x), and they are spaced at distances of 12 and 40 em above and 
below the midplane of the beam axis. The outer x coils have 5 turns, the inner ones 4 turns , and 
they each have an effective radius of 25 em. These coils can be connected in series or connected 
independently to a power supply. The utility of the latter procedure shall be explained in Sec.3.2. 
In addition, a set of "gradient" wires is installed to produce large magnetic field gradients (See 
Figs. 7a-d,8). These are used in auxiliary measurements of the Exv effect (See Sec 3.1). 

The main vacuum chamber and system of magnetic coils and wires are surrounded by 4 
large concentric cylindrical magnetic shields with 4 end plates on each end. These were fabricated 
from .76 mm sheet (Conetic AA Alloy, Magnetic Shield Division, Perfection Mica Co.) and 

carefully annealed at 11000 C in a hydrogen atmosphere. They provide a shielding factor of better 

than 1o4 for ambient magnetic fields in the y,z directions, and between 103 and 1o4 for fields in 
the x direction. The shields are equipped with a set of coils for deGaussing. For the latter purpose, 
we employ large currents at 60 Hz, which are gradually reduced to zero by means of a variable 
auto-transformer. This procedure is simple but effective. 

With the coils and shields in place and the latter deGaussed, rf magnetic resonance 
measurements revealed that the average magnitude of Bz along the beam axis between RF1 and 

RF2 (a distance of 120 em) was 4% larger than the value of Bz at RF1 and RF2. To compensate 

for this and to insure that the Ramsey resonance center falls at the center of each broad 
"Rabi"resonance due to the individual rf regions, we employ a pair of small Helmholtz "trim" coils 
at RF1 and RF2. Each pair has 9 em dia and 10 turns per coil. They are c0nnected in series and 
powered by a commercial constant-current power supply. 

2.6 R.F. Magnetic Resonance. 

In Sec. 2.1 an idealized description was given of the evolution of the 6Plf2, F=1 state 

between the state selector and analyzer. We now consider this evolution in more detail, in order to 
take into account the velocity distribution of the beam, the dependence of the signal on applied 
frequency, the quadratic Stark effect, the Exv effect, and the geometric phase. To begin, we recall 
eq'n (2) which describes the F=O state immediately after optical pumping state selection: 
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(2) 

Each oscillating rf field: B 1 cosoo~ (in RF1) and B 1 cos( rot+ a)~ (in RF2) may be thought 

of as a superposition of two counter-rotating fields of applied frequency oo in the xy plane. We 

ignore the "anti-resonant" rotating components, and assume that lw- rool << i where roo is the 

resonance frequency, and l is the length of each RF region. The latter assumption means that we 

neglect the difference between w and roo in these regions, and consider its effect only in the 

relativelylong region between RF1 and RF2. In other words, we confine ourselves to the central 
portion of the Rabi resonance curve, where the Ramsey fringes are fully developed. Then it can be 

shown. that immediately after passage through RF1, -q, is transformed to: 

where 

..=!..a 
12 

'tV'= ~ 

a = sin[yB 12~], 
~ = cos[yB 1 ~], 

(9) 

(10) 

y =2.91•106 rad/Gauss"'s is the gyromagnetic ratio, and in (9) as previously, -q,• is expressed in the 
rotating frame. 

The wave function evolves further in the region between RF1 and RF2. At the entrance of 

RF2 it can be expressed as: 

H--cr exp~118[ooT- LT otd~-i'llEE- iTJEEGeo} 

'tV'= (11) 

where T = L'/ vis the time of transit from RFl to RF2 with L' = 120 em the distance between 

these regions, TJEEGeo is a geometric phase. and <t> is a "quadratic Stark effect" phase. (The latter 

quantities will be discussed below). The resonance frequency roo is proportional to the total 

magnetic field B' in the rest frame of the atom: 
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roo= Y B' (12) 

However, 

B' = B + ~E X v (13) 

where B is the applied magnetic field in the lab. frame. Hence in ( 12), we have: 

B' = J (B + ~(E x v))- (B + ! (E x v)) (14) 

Since 181 >>IE x vile, we may expand the square root in (14): 

B',., IBI +Ex v· B + (Ex v)
2 

c IBI 2c2IBI 
(15) 

The third term on the right hand side of (15) is ordinarily insignificant because it is small in 
magnitude and is even under reversal of E and B. However, the second ("Exv") term is 

important, since it is odd under both E and B reversal. (Detailed analysis of possible contributions 

of the Exv effect to systematic errors are given in Sec 3.1 ). For the present , we merely note that 
although E and B fields are nominally parallel, we cannot exclude the possibility of small mutually 

orthogonal components of these fields. Thus the second term in (15) is generally non-zero, 

although it is nearly equal and opposite for the up and down beams, and: 

(16) 

It is convenient to define 

(17) 

Then, making use of (16) and (17) we may rewrite (11) as follows: 

'tV'= f..tei~ (18) 

The geometric phase 'YIE EGeo also arises from adiabatic evolution of the 6P1f2· F= 1 state 

vector in the total magnetic field B'=B+ Exv/c. In the present experiment, IBzl is much larger than 

all other components of B. It can then be shown [25] that 
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lcr 1 [ ()f. Ezv\ dBxf. Ezv)ld 
llEtGeo""" ~ Bxat\By+ -c)- """'(1t\By+ c-Jj t 

Bz 
(19) 

Of course in ( 19) we are concerned only with that part of toeo that changes sign with Ez. We 

therefore drop the terms independent of E and make the change of variables x=vt in ( 19) to obtain: 

(20) 

Furthermore, iJEzliJx is essentially zero except in those small regions (of length several mm) at 
either end of the electric field plates where E turns on or off. Over these short lengths, Bz and Bx 

are quite constant Taking this into account and transforming the second term on the right hand side 
of (20) by integration by parts, we arrive at the expression: 

(21) 

where Bxl, Bx2 are the values of Bx at the entrance and exit of the electric field, respectively. The 

quantity eoeo has the same sign for up and down beams, since in switching from up beam to 

down beam, both v and (Bxl-Bx2) change sign. Further discussion of the geometric phase is 
given in Sec. 3.2. 

The quadratic Stark effect phase <l> arises because the 6P1f2,F=l,mp0 state is shifted 

downward with respect to the mp±l components in electric field E by approximately 

o """600 E2 :Hz ,where E is here expressed in units of 105 V/cm. This shift is caused mainly by 
relatively large nS state hyperfine splittings. In the presence of Bz, there is an analogous and 

extremely small relative shift of mp±l components in addition to that caused by the usual Zeeman 

effect, but this shift has negligible consequences; see Sec. 3.3. From owe obtain: 

or 

""'-"'-s;.L 'V- k~Wy 

3.8 ·lOS E2 
<l> """ v radians 

where in (22) E is again expressed in units of loS V/cm. 
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The wave function'¢" of (18) evolves further as the atom passes through RF2, and it can 

be shown that this results in a signal in the analyzer region proportional to 

S =(a- b cos 2[u+a-l'JE(EExv + l'JsEaeo + l'JsE)] + c cos [u+a-llE(EExv + l'JsEaeo + l') 8E)]) + f3 
(23) 

In this formula,< ... > means an average over the velocity distribution (eq'n 8), a is the relative 

phase of RF2 and RF1, and f3 is a small contribution due to background (e.g. scattered 378 nm 

light that reaches the phototubes). Also, 

while 

u = oo T - ir oo00 dt = [oo - (woc}]T (24) 

a= 1- ~4, 

b=cr4,. 

c = 2~2cr2 cos <t>. 
(25) 

If the beams were mono-energetic we could choose B 1 so that yB 1 fv = ! . In this case we would 

have o=1, ~0, hence a= b =1, c=O. If in addition u, EGeo and EExv were zero, the present 

formulation would reduce to the ideal case discussed in Sec. 2.1, and (23) would reduce to (7) for 

a= ±x/4. 
Typical plots of the signal versus applied radio-frequency, (Ramsey resonance fringes) are 

shown in Fig.9 for a = ±3x/4, Bz=.4 Gauss and E=O. These curves are in excellent agreement 

with numerical calculations based on (8). Experimental curves of similar quality are obtained in 

many measurements over the range .012 ~ Bz ~ 1 Gauss, for E=O and E:t:O. Above 1 Gauss the 

quality of the fringes deteriorates somewhat, presumably because of excessive inhomogene~ty of 

Bz in the individual regions RF1,2. During EDM data acquisition and for many other purposes, 

scans s_imilar to Fig. 9 but with higher resolution and confined to frequencies within ±20Hz of the 

resonance center are made periodically. The crossing of the curves for a = ±3x/4 at the resonance 
center is found by a computer algorithm and used to determine the resonance frequency, and thus 

to correct the frequency synthesizer. The latter instrument (Hewlett Packard 8904 A) has a two

channel output with computer controlled frequency and relative phase. 

2.7 Analysis of Signals and Data Acquisition. 

We next describe how asymmetry data are assembled and analyzed. As previously 
I . 

mentioned, the goal of the experiment is to determine t by observing the change in signal S when 

the electric and magnetic fields are reversed. However, as is evident from (23), the signal is also a 
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function of the parameters a,b,c, u, EE , and £Geo• and some of these quantities depend on the 
. XV 

velocity (in different ways), and are not in general identical for the up and down beams. This 

rather complicated situation is dealt with effectively by observing the signal, not only when E and 

B are reversed, but also when other external parameters are varied. Periodic change of the rf phase 

reduces atomic beam noise, and use of all four phases ±x/4, ±3x/4 eliminates the term proportional 

to c in (23), and thus the troublesome quadratic Stark shift phase <I>. Switching back and forth 

from up to down beam permits near-elimination of the Exv effect. Finally, we periodically change 

the applied frequency f=w/2x from one Hz above to one Hz below the resonance frequency fo = 

<rooo>/2Jt. The latter procedure enables us to calibrate the rate of change of the signal with respect 

to applied frequency on resonance~ ( this is related to the "analyzing power" of the system, to be 

defined below). 

We now describe how this program is carried out, starting from (23). Close to resonance 

and for a = ±x/4 or ±3x/4 , the right hand side of (23) for either beam may be expanded to first 

order in the small quantities u, £, £Exv' and £Geo= 

a=-~: 

S =(a- ~(1 + 2[u -llP::Exv -ll Ells(£ +Eaeo)])) + 

({f(1 + [u -llEEExv -llElls(£ + 8aeo)]) } + f3 

a=+~: 

S =(a- ~(1- 2[u -llEEExv -llElls(£ + Eaeo)])) + 

({f(l- [u -llE8 Exv -llElls(8 + 8 aeo)])} + f3 

a=+3;: 

and 

S =(a- ~(1 + 2[u ~ll P::Exv -ll Ells(£ + Eaeo)] )) -

(-n-(1 + [u -llEEExv -llElls(£ + £aeo)]) ,,} + f3 

a =-3Jt. 
4" 

S =(a- ~(1- 2[u -llEEExv -llEll 8 (£ + Eaeo)] )) -

(lr(1- [u -llE8 Exv -llETJs(8 + 8 aeo)])} + f3 
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We now construct the following linear combination of signals (for the up-beam): 

AUl =~(a=~ 3:n: S(f-f0=+1 Hz)+ a=+~- 3:n: S(f-f0 =-1HZ))~ 
LE±. 4' 4 4' 4 1 

= { 8a-4b-8b~') +8f3u 
(27) 

and 

AU2= ~ ( ~ S(f-f0=-1 Hz)+ L S(f-fo =+1 HZ))~ 
E :n;3:n; :n; 3:n: 

± a=4·4 a=+4,-4 

( 2JtL') = 8a-4b+8b-v- +8f3u· 
(28) 

Note that in (27,28) we sum over E polarities. From (27,28) we form the asymmetry: 

(29) 

The analyzing power Au for the up beam is defined as: 

(30a) 

where subscripts U for "up" are written explicitly. Similarly, for the down beam we have: 
" 

(30b) 

For monoenergetic beams with optimum rf voltage, and when f3 = 0, we would have a=1,b=1 
and thus Au = Ao= 2. In fact, because of velocity distribution' (8), the optimum values of 

<a>,<b> are <a>::::: .86, <b>::::: .65, and we expect Au.o:::::L20. Fig. 10 shows a plot of observed 

analyzing powers for up and down beams as a function of applied rf voltage. 
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Now returning to (23) we consider coefficient c, which ·depends on the quadratic Stark 

phase <1>. This is checked by measuring S as a function of E for a=O or a=n and where w = 

. <rooo>. For these conditions, (23) becomes: 

S = (a- b ± c) + f3 (31) 

where± here refer to a=O,~ respectively, and we ignore the extremely small contributions from E, 

EGeo, and EExv· The expected dependence of Son E is shown in Fig.· 11, where the curve is 

calculated for a=O, optimum rf voltage, and b = 600 E2 Hz (E in 105 V /em). Observations of S 

vs E for a=O are also shown in Fig. 11. 
If the magnitude of the applied E field depends slightly on its polarity, because of some 

imperfection in the high voltage switches, cables etc, then c also depends to some extent on the 

polarity of E. To check this we construct the following quantities for either beam: 

. C1(±E) = . l: l: S = (4a- 2b + 4c~E)) + 4f3 
f-10=±1 Hz a a±~ 2 

C2(±E) = l: l: S = (4a- 2b- ~)) + 4f3 
f-fo=±1 Hz a - ±~ 2 

From these we form: 

-1 C 1(±E)- C2(±E) (c(±E)) 
~c(±E) = /2 Au.DCI(±E) + C2(±E) = (v){~} 

Then, we define: 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

for either beam. The quantity l'>~c provides a sensitive measure of the variation of lEI with 

polarity. Frequent observations of b~c are thus useful for detecting possible malfunctions in the 

high voltage system. The quantity ~c is the average over both E polarities of <c>l(<v><b/v>). 

In Fig. 12, we plot <c>/(<V><b/V>). versus rf voltage for E=O and compare it to a calculation of 

the same quantity based on (8),(25). We think that the discrepancies between calculations and 

observations in Figs 11,12 arise from spatial inhomogeneity in the rf fields. These discrepancies 

are unimportant for the EDM measurement. 
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We now consider combinations of the signals in (26) that permit us to measure e, eoeo· 

and eExv· Here it is important to note that e and eoeo are very nearly the same for the up and 

down beams, while eExv is very nearly opposite for these two beams. In what fo.llows it will be 

convenient to employ the following notation to describe the signals of (26): 

i=l,2,3,4 for a= -Jt/4, Jt/4, 3Jt/4, -3Jt/4 respectively; 
j=1,2 for f-fo = ±1 Hz,respectively; 

k=1,2 for E>O,E<O respectively; and 
m=l,2 for up,down beams respectively. 

We then construct the following linear combinations of signals S(i,j,k,m) for the up beam: 

Ul = S(l,l,l,l) + S(2,1,2,1) + S(3,1,1,1) + S(4,1,2,1) 

= 4[(a- ~ + b(e~:xv + 11B£ + 11B£aeo)) + f3u] 

U2 = S(l,1,2,1) + S(2,1,1,1) + S(3,1,2,1) + S(4,1,1,1) 

= 4[(a- ~- b(e~:xv + 11B£ + 11B£aeo)) + f3u] 

U3 = S(l,2,1,1) + S(2,2,2,1) + S(3,2,1,1) + S(4,2,2,1) 

= 4[(a- ~ + b(e~:xv + 11B£ + 11Beaeo>) + f3u] 

and: 
U4 = S(1,2,2,1) + S(2,2,1,1) + S(3,2,2,1) + S(4,2,1,1) 

= 4((a- ~- b(e~:xv + 11B£ + 11Beaeo)) + f3u] 

From these quantities, we form: 

Au= i[Hl ~ g~ + H§ ~ Hl] 
which is: 

A _ {b u[e~v+11B(e + eaea)] 

u- {au-~)+f3u 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

In (39) we employ the symbol "U" explicitly for the up beam to indicate that the quantities so 
labelled may be different for the down beam. A similar expression can be constructed for the down 
beam: 

(40) 

Now recalling expression (31a,b) for the analyzing powers Au D· we write: 
' 
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and: 

8 + = 1[/J.u + /J.o] 
2 Au Ao 

<=::: i[Ce&v + el?xv) + 2'Y] 8 (e + eaeo)] 
(41) 

(42) 

In the limit of perfect spatial overlap of the up and down beams, and when both beams have the 

same velocity distribution, we have eMx.v =- el?xv . In this" case, 

(43) 

Asymmetry !J. + is the most important observable in the experiment. From it we determine £ +EGeo; 

and by eliminating the geometric phase contribution EQeo• we obtain £. Asymmetry !J.- also plays a 

very important role, as we shall see in Sec. 3.1. 
We next describe how the data are acquired. The gated integrator integration time is 1 ms. 

The system cycles through the various parameters as follows: 
a)RF 

The phase of RF2 (that rf region closest to the analyzer for the up or down beam) is 

changed relative to that of RFl. The phase a cycles through its 4 values, with 50 ms data 
acquisition at each value, and 5 ms delay between values (to allow the atoms to move from RF2 
through the analyzer region). Neglecting this delay, a full If cycle is 200 ms. 
b) Frequency change 

For most of our EDM data, f-fo was kept at one value for two full rf cycles, then reversed, 

with a 20 ms delay. For some of the data, f-fo was kept at one value for 16 full If cycles, then 

reversed. 
c) E reversal 

E is maintained at one polarity for 4 If cycles, then reversed, after which we employ a 400 
ms delay before resuming data collection. This delay was chosen to allow the plates to come to full 
charge (recall that the charging time constant is :::::10 ms.) 
d) Beam reversal 

One beam is employed for 32 full If cycles, after which we change the beam, impose a 4 s 
delay, and then resume data collection. When a beam reversal occurs, the state selector becomes 
the analyzer and vice versa The flux of thallium atoms into the state selector region is very large, 
and in the ideal case, those atoms that do·not clear the slits 1,2 (or 3,4) stick to the surrounding 
parts. However we have some evidence that the sticking is less than perfect, because the analyzer 
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signal contains a very small and slowly decaying background from these atoms. The 4 s delay was 
chosen to reduce this effect, which was a minor annoyance but did not lead to systematic error in 
the EDM measurement. 

A full beam period is called a "sweep", 8 sweeps constitute a "point" and 16 "points" form 
a "set". (Our final data, summarized in Table 3, are expressed in "points").The order of the 
various reversals described above is systematically permuted as we proceed through the variolls · 
sweeps and points to complete a set. A point takes about 5 minutes of real time. After it is 

completed, the data associated with it (including.£\+, !1-, the analyzing powers Au,D, and llc 

and <>llc ) are displayed on the computer screen, there is a brief pause in acquisition while the 
laser is stabilized, and the next point proceeds. After 8 points the rf is stabilized as well. 
Ordinarily, after a set is completed, the data are printed out, and some external conditions (such as 
the sign of B or the parity of the high voltage cables from switch to vacuum chamber) may be 

changed. 

3. Systematic Effects 

3.1 The Exv Effect. 

We have noted previously that 

_ _ E xv· 8 :r [ 
llEEExv -1 <Oo,Exvdt- Y o c 181 dt (44) 

and that while E and 8 fields are nominally in the z direction, we cannot exclude the possibility of 
small x andy components of these fields. Furthermore, while v is nominally along x, it could also 
have small y and z components. Thus we have: 

(45) 

In (45), the three successive terms in the square brackets are first,second and third-order small, 
respectively. It can be shown that the third-order quantities are negligible. Hence (45) can be 
written: 

(46) 

Now, the observable t1+ from which the EDM is determined (eq'n 41) contains the term: 
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(47) 

The up and down beams are arranged to have nearly equal and opposite velocities, and to overlap 

nearly perfectly because they pass through the same collimating slits. Nevertheless there are 

residual imperfections, and we cannot expect ~Exv to be exactly equal and opposite for the up and 

down beams. Thus we must analyze the residual contributions. For this purpose, we define the z 

axis to be parallel to the average value of E for the up beam and also define the following symbols: 

Velocity: 

Up beam: vx, vy, vz Down beam: -vx + bvx, -vy + bvy, -vz + bvz 

Magnetic field: 

Up beam: Bx,By,Bz Down beam: Bx+bBx, By+bBy, Bz+bBz 

Electric field: 

Up beam: Ez Down beam: bEx, bEy, Ez+bEz. 

Then, forming the sum of the right hand side of (46) for the up and down beams, expanding the 

resulting expression in terms of the symbols just defined, and discarding negligible terms, we 

arrive at the following formula: 

(48) 

We shall now show how various auxiliary measurements place limits on the 4 terms of (48). For 

convenience, the limits will be expressed directly in terms of an equivalent atomic EDM da. 

3.1.1. 

The first term: 

l:r fB~vx] Ezvx [ fBybvx] Ez 
y l~ ciBzldt=y 

0 
l~ ciBzldx 

(49) 

is proportional to bvxlvx, and the coefficient of proportionality is: 
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[

T B yEZ v X 1 (. u D -
Y C IBzl dt., "'1\f:Exv- EExv)'YIE = 'YJE8 (50) 

We measure 8- during acquisition of EDM data. and maintain IByiBzl :s; S.l o-7 on the average by 

adjusting the current in they-coils to cancel By· We also compare the widths of the Ramsey 

~esonances for the up and down beams, and adjust oven teii_lperatures to insure that lovxlvxl :s; .01. 

We have also investigated the dependence of 8 + on Ovxlvx when 8- is deliberately held at large 

values. From the results of these measurements we conclude that the term ( 49) contributes a false 

da no larger than 5.8xw-26 e em: 

lda<ovx)l :s; 5.8· w-26 e em (51) 

f 48 · h . . Bx ovy Th bl . f 3.1.2. The second term o ( ) mvolves t e quantities: IBzl Vx . e trou esome portion o Bx 

is that part which arises from misalignment of the z, y, and/or trim coils, and reverses when the 

currents to those coils are changed. We obtain the limit IBxiBzl :s; .0003 by taking 8 +asymmetry 

data when ovy is deliberately made very large with the aid of the half-slits 1,4 (See Fig.4): 

lovylvxl =2•10-3 .To determine ovy with the slits in normal alignment, we deliberately impose a 

magnetic field Bx with the x coils (see Fig 6) that is a factor of 200 larger than the limit on Bx just 

described, measure 8+, and adjust the oven y positions as necessary to minimize the portion of 

8+ odd in applied Bx, to a level of da:::: 5.8xw-24 e em. The result is that in normal alignment, 

lovylv xl :s; 2•10-5. The foregoing combination of measurements results in the following limit 

(52) 

3.1.3. The third and fourth terms in (48) are proportional to 

where< ... > means an average over the length L. We may write: 

(53a) 

and 

(53b) 
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where /!iy, l!!zare the separations between the down and up beams in y,z respectively. However, 

since v X 8 = v X E = 0 we have iJByf ()z = iJBzl ay, and iJE! az = aEzlay. Furthermore since 

V·B=O, V·E=O and it can be shown that iJBxliJx and iJEx/{)xare negligibly small, we have 
iJByfiJy:::: -oBzloz, iJEyfiJy ::::- oEzloz. It may also be shown that for our electric field plates, 

oEz!az is negligible; however this is not the case for iJEzlay, because of possible "wedging" of 

the plates. This is illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the plate surfaces in cross-section (beam axis 
perpendicular to the page). If the plates are wedged as shown, then: 

iJEz ""' l!id E (54) 
dy hd z 

where h = 5 em is the width of the plates, d=2.27 mm is their separation, and l!id is the increment 
in separation. Taking all of this into account we may rewrite (53a,b) as follows: 

(54a) 

and 

(54b) 

In principle, the quantities iJB/iJz, iJBzfiJy, iJEz/iJy, /!iy, and l!iz may each depend on x. We thus 
expand them in powers of x, measured from the midpoint: 

and 

iJBz _ 2 
dZ- bzo + bzlX + bz2X +... (55) 

iJBz _ 2 
Ty- byo +by 1x+ by 2x +.. (56) 

iJEz 2 
Ty = ~ 0 + ey 1x + ey 2x + .. 

/!iy = dy O + dy l X 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

In (58),(59) the expansions terminate as shown because the beam trajectories are straight, the 

effects of curvature due to gravitational acceleration being negligible. In fact, coefficient dyl is 

itself negligible, because of the limits on !!ivy already established in paragraph 3.1.2., and it may 

be shown that coefficients bz2 and by2 are also negligible. Taking all this into account we now 

describe how auxiliary measurements place limits on the various termsin (54a,b). 
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3.1.3 a) 

From (5558) we have: 

(60) 

By means of slits 1-4 we deliberately impose a large and known separation ()z between the up and 

down beams in the z direction, and measure the resonance frequency difference between up and 

down beams. This is given by the formula: 

/lv - <>Bz- 1 (aBz )s:.z - 1 b s:.z v- ....,..,-- Tr' :;;::- u - Tr' zou Dz Dz oZ , Dz 
(61) 

from which bzo may be extracted, since all other quantities in (61) are known. At Bz = .4 Gauss, 

we obtain: 

(62) 

There are two independent methods to obtain dyo in (60). In the first, we deliberately produce a 

large gradient aBylaz = aB.zl ay = ± 3.8•10-4 Gauss/em. by passing a current of 1 A through the 

"gradient" wires in configuration 1, (Figs. 7a or 7b). The frequency difference between up and 
down beam resonances is measured as in the previous paragraph, and the oven y-positions are 
adjusted as necessary to minimize the difference. (In fact this procedure, and the procedure to 

minimizellvy are done iteratively.) In practise, this results in an average separation between the 

beams of dyo :::5; .0006 em. In the second method, we produce a gradient aBytay = ±1.3·10-3 

G./em by passing 1 A through the gradient wires in configuration 2, (Fig.7c or 7d), and measure 

theEDM-likeasymmetry fl+. Both these methods yield consistent results, and provide a limit on 

the false EDM due to (lly aB.Jaz) 

(63) 

From (56,57, and 59) we obtain: 
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(64) 

and where A0, A 1 are defined by the quantities in square brackets. Coefficients dzo and ctz1 are 

determined by an iterative procedure that makes use of: a) one ampere in the gradient wires in 
configuration 2,Fig.7c or d to produce a known gradient aBz laz that is an even function of x, (see 
eq'n 64) and: b) two amperes in the gradient wires of configuration 3, Fig. 8 to prod1:1ce a known 
gradient aBz laz that is an odd function of x (see Fig. 14). With slits 1:-4 set normally, the resonant 
frequency difference between the up and down beams is measured, and the oven z positions are 
adjusted to minimize dza and dz1· In practise one can maintain dzo :s; .0002 em and 

dz1 ~ s .00014 em by this extremely sensitive method. Note that the limits on dzO• dz1 and dyo 

correspond to maintaining the positional stability of the oven slits to about .003 em. and .010 em in 
the z andy dimensions, respectively. Limits on the quantities Ao and A 1 in (66) are obtained by 

deliberately displacing the ovens in z to produce large and known values of dzo (90 times the limit 

on dzo in normal operation) or dz1 (35 times the limit on dz1 in normal operation) and measuring 

the EDM-like asymmetry fl.+. As an additional check, the upper limit lbyo' :s; 8 x 10-6 Gauss/em 

is found at Bz = .4 Gauss, by a procedure similar to that described above for bzo· We thus obtain 

the limits: 

ld3(/l.z, x even)! s 2.3·10-25 e em 

lda(ll.z, x odd) I s 2.9·10-2? e em 

(65) 

(66) 

Finally, we note that the x-odd wedging effect of theE plates coupled to a non-zero value of dz1 
caused prolonged difficulty before it was understood and eliminated. 

Combining the limits of (51,52,63,65,66) in quadrature we arrive at the total contribution 
from the Exv effect: 

lda(Exv) I s 4.1·10-25 e em ( 67) 
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3.2 The Geometric Phase Effect 

It was earlier shown that 

v llB(Bxi- B x2)IEzl 
l1B8 Geo.,. C 

Bz 
(68) 

where Bxl> Bx2 are the values of Bx at the entrance and exit of the electric field, respectively. The 

validity of (68) is demonstrated by applying a known Bx field that takes opposite values at the two 

ends of theE field. This is done with opposite currents in the x coils 1,4 (see Fig. 6). In Fig. 15 

(Bxi -Bx2)~ E, . 
we plot the observed values of Eaeo vs. Q = 2 c for vanous values of Bz , and 

Bz 

where Bx1= -Bx2 = .094 Gauss at lx = 1 Amp., Ez = 107 kV/cm, andwe assume that v::::: 

3.~ Io4 cm/s. The agreement between observed and calculated values is very satisfactory. 
While strenuous efforts have been made to avoid stray Bx fields in the apparatus, they 

must exist at some level, and may take different values at the entrance and exit of theE field. Thus, 
the geometric phase effect can cause a systematic error in determination of de. The part of Bx1-

Bx2 that is caused by the z and trim coils reverses when the z- current is reversed, and generates 

a contribution to llB EGeo that is even under Bz reversal, and varies as l!Bz. In fact we have 

evidence for such an effect in our EDM data (see Sec. 4 ). Stray Bx fields from external sources 

that do not reverse with Bz generate a contribution to llB EGeo that is odd under reversal of Bz, 

but varies as l1Bz2. By measuring A+ at low values of Bz (.076 Gauss, wof23t = 35.9 kHz), and 

extrapolating to the frequency wo/23t = 194.2 kHz where the bulk of EDM data were taken, we 

obtain the following limit 

jda(Geo. phase)! s 2.9·10-25 e em. (69) 

3.3 Miscellaneous Systematic Effects. 

Charging and leakage currents associated with the electric field plates can cause magnetic 
fields that change when theE polarity is reversed. The effect of charging currents is minimized by 
imposing a delay of 400 ms (:::::40 RC) after each E polarity reversal, before resumption of data 

acquisition. When this delay is reduced to 100 ms, no change is noticed in A+ at a level of 

5.8x1o-24 e em precision in de. Leakage currents are maintained at a very low level; (see Sec. 

2.4). Conservative worst-case estimates of these effects yield the limit: 

ldaCleakage,charging)l s 1.2·10-25 e em (70) 
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We have considered other miscellaneous effects, including those due to gravitational acceleration of 
the beams~ magnetic fields from the high voltage switch~ recoil of the atoms in the state selector 
region due to photon absorption in optical pumping~ and the following effects, each coupled to a 
dependence of lEI on polarity through imperfections in the high voltage system: RF phase errors, 

the third ("E2v2tc2") term in (15), and a quadratic Stark effect-induced Zeeman frequency shift 

between F=1, mF=±1levels. All these contributions are estimated to be less than .s-w-26 e cm.in 

da, hence quite negligible in comparison to other effects already discussed. 

3.4 Combined Systematic Uncertainty 

We combine in quadrature the limits given in (67,69,70) to obtain: 

lda(Systematic) I :S 5.9. w-25 e em (71) 

4. Results and Conclusions 

Table 3. summarizes our final EDM data, which ~ere taken in February and March, 1994. 
Part of the data were obtained at 35.9 kHz (IBzl = .078 Gauss), and a much larger portion at 1942 

kHz (IBzl=.42 Gauss). In each case data were acquired for b6th signs of Bz. (Some data were also 

acquired at very low frequencies, but these showed evidence for a breakdown of the adiabatic 
approximation in the geometric phase effect and in b~c . Since this is a complicated situation and 

not fully understood, we did not use these data). Roughly equal amounts of 194.2 kHz data were 
taken for the high voltage cables "normal" and "reversed". This was done to guard against a 
possible systematic effect arising from the high voltage switch. Data sets with Bz >0 or <0 and the 

cables normal or reversed are labelled B+E+, B+E-, B-E+, or B-E-. In order to compare these sets 

with one another we assign an "instrumental parity" to each set: +1 for sets B+E+ and B-E-~ -1 for 
sets B+E- and B-E+. In Fig. 16, which summarizes the results at 194.2 kHz, the results for sets 
B+E- and B-E+ have been multiplied by (-1); these sign-corrected data are denoted by the symbols 

(B+E-) and (B-E+). Figure 17 shows the distribution of points for each of the sets B+E+, B+E-, 
B-E+, B-E- at 194.2 kHz. The standard deviation of each point (which requires about 5 minutes of 

real time to acquire) is about 3Qe w-24 e em in da. Altogether, there are 1592 points. 

The results reveal a significant asymmetry that is even under Bz reversal and is consistent 

with the dependence 1/Bz, hence consistent with a geometric phase effect originating from the z 

(and/or trim) coils themselves.There is no significant effect from electric field cable reversal, and 

no significant EDM effect. Combining all sets at 194.2 kHz together with appropriate signs, we 
obtain the final result: 

da = [-1.05 ± .70 ±.59] ·10-24 e em (72) 

where the first uncertainty in (72) is statistical , and the second is systematic (eqn 71). Assuming 
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the enhancement factor R = -585, we obtain the result 

de= [1.8 ± 1.2 ± 1.0] ·10-27 e em (73) 

This yields the following upper limit on de: 

(74) 

As stated earlier, a non-zero da Can in principle arise not only from an electron EDM, but 

also from a nucleon EDM, a P,T -odd nucleon-nucleon interaction, and/or a P,T odd electron

nucleon interaction. However, it can be shown [19] that da (62P 112, Tl) is very insensitive to the 

first two latter possibilities; these cases are more effectively investigated by other types of 
experiments:[7-10]. On the other hand, result (72) may be used to place an upper limit on the 
scalar-pseudoscalar coupling constant of a P,T odd electron-nucleon interaction: 

(75) 

Furthermore, Conti and Khriplovich [20] have shown that one may employ experimental limits on 
the electron EDM in conjunction with one-loop radiative corrections due to the P-odd part of the 
electroweak interaction, to obtain useful limits on possible P-even, T-odd e-e and e-N interactions. 
In the notation of Conti and Khriplovich, the new limits from (72) are[32]: 

f3e <3· 10-8 

f3eq< 1.0·10-8 

qeq < 3·10--6 

(76) 

In addition, Khriplovich [20] has shown that analogous arguments involving the aforementioned 
radiative corrections yield limits on T-odd forms of nuclear beta decay constants. From (72) one 
obtains [32]: 

lm(Cr + C~) <2· 1~-4; Im (Cp + C~) < 0.1 (77) 

Finally we discuss very briefly the future experimental prospects for de. Many proposals 

for electron EDM experimental searches have been made, among them utilization of certain 
paramagnetic molecules with large enhancement factors [26,27], and use of laser-cooled atoms in 
atomic fountains or cells: While each of these proposals has attractive features, each also has its 
difficultiesand uncertainties. On the other hand, we believe that the present experiment can be 
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improved very significantly, and we are noW carrying out major modifications, including more 
efficient detection and use of comparison beams to reduce very significantly the noise and 
systematic uncertainties arising from the Exv effect, the geometric phase, and leakage and charging 
currents. 
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Table 1 

Summary of Theoretical Predictions for the electron EDM* 

CP Violation Model 

Standard Model 

Supersymmetric models 

Left-right symmetric models 

Higgs models 

Lepton Flavor-Changing models 

Prediction 

'de'< w-38 e em. 

ldel:::; to-27 e em. 

ldel in range w-26 to w-28 e em. 

ldel in range J0-28 tO 3 X lQ-27 e em. 

w-29 e em :::; ldel :::; w-26 e em. 

*(From refs. 15 and references therein). 
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Table 2 
Calculated Enhancement Factors 

.Atom Atomic no. State Enhancement Factor Ref. 

li 3 22s112 .004 28 

Na 11 32s112 .33 28 

K 19 42s1/2 3.0 28 

Rb 37 52s112 27 28,29 

Cs 55 62s112 114 29,30 

Fr 87 72S1/2 1150 17 

11 81 62P112 -585 18 

Xe 54 3p2 130 5 

Au 79 62s1/2 ::::250* 29 

Hg 80 1so -.014 31 

*Uncertain 
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Table 3 

Summary of final EDM data: cia in units of 1 o-24 e em. 

Uncertainties are statistical,68% confidence. 

194.2 kHz 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

N=No. of points 

3'i57 

397 
400 
408 

Result 

[B+E+]= 4.15±1.35 
[B+E-] = .70±1.40 
[B-E+] = 3.6±1.35 
[B-E;.] = -3.97±1.4 

B+ = [B+E+] + (B+E-) = 1.76 ± .99 

B- =[B-E-]+ (B-E+)= -3.80 ± .99 

Result (sign corr.)* 

[B+E+] = 4.15±1.35 
(B+E-) = -.70±1.40 
(B-E+)= -3.6±1.35 
[B-E-]= -3.97±1.4 

B E = [B+E+] - [B+E-] +[B-E+] -{B-E-] - 2 75 70 
even odd - · ± · 

Final Result: da = (B+) ; (B-) = -1.05 ± . 70 

35.9 kHz 
N=No. of points Result 

a) 60 
b) 63 

[B+E+] =12.2 ± 4.1 
[B-E+]= 14.5 ± 4.1 

[B+E+] +[B-E+] = l3.3 ± 2_8 

da = [B+E+] +(B-E+)= -1.2±2.8 

*See Sec. 4 for a discussion of the "sign correction,. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. Sl-4 and C1,2 are slits referred to in text. 
Numbers at right refer to distances in em. from the up-beam oven slit to Sl, center of state 
selector ,etc. 

~ 

2. Low-lying energy levels of 205n, not to scale. 

3. Schematic diagram for optical pumping of the transition 62Pl/2• F=1 - 72s112, F=l at 378 

nm. 

4. Arrangement of slits, Sl-4. The assembly can be translated in z, as indicated by arrows. 

5. Typical optical resonances observed with 535 nm fluorescence in the state selector and analyzer. 

6. Schematic perspective drawing (not to scale) indicating placement of magnetic field coils. 1):378 
.. nm laser beam; 2): linear polarization of laser beam; 3): up-atomic beam; 4): Electric field plates; 5): 
RF 1,2; 6): main vacuum chamber ; 7): mirrors; 8) z-coils; 9): y-coils; a,b,c,d): x coils 1-4 
respectively; m): median plane. Not shown: state selector, analyzer, slits,etc. 

7. a or b): Two- wire arrangement, (configuration 1). This produces a gradient oB.z!oy at the beam 

axis. Wires and atomic beam are perpendicular to page. 

cor d): Four- wire arrangement, (configuration 2). This produces a gradient oBzloz at the beam 

axis. 

8.0dd-x four wire arrangement, (configuration 3). This produces a gradient oB.Joz odd in x about 

the midpoint M, at the beam axis. 1,2 are input,output connections. B,T are innermost bottom and 
top horizontal magnetic shield end caps. See also Fig. 14. 

9. Typical observed "Ramsey" fringes for a=± 3:n;/4. 

10. Observed analyzing powers for up and down beams, as a function of rf voltage. The optimum 
setting of the latter is :::::: 2.3 V. 

11. Solid curve: Calculated signal vs. Eat rf resonance for a=O, assuming [)=600 Hz and optimum 
rf voltage, normalized to unity at E=O. Discrete points: Observed signal vs. Eat rf resonance for 

a=O, normalized to unity at E=O. The qualitative features of the calculated curve are reproduced by 
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the observations, but agreement is less than perfect It is thought that the discrepancy between 
calculation and observations here and in Fig. 12 arise from inhomogeneities in the rf fields. These 
discrepancies are unimportant for the EDM measurement 

12. Variation of ~ with rf voltage for E=b. Solid curve: calculation. Points: observations. 
(v) \V/ 

As in Fig. 11, there are discrepancies between calculation and observations, and these are thought 
to arise from inhomogeneities in the rf fields, and are not important for the EDM measurement. 

13. Schematic diagram illustrating wedging of the electric field plates (not to scale). The actual 

values of ~dare .:s; .002 cm.Atomic beam perpendicular to page. 

14. Calculated values of iJBzliJz versus x when 1 ampere is applied to the 4-wire arrangement of· 

Fig.8. 
(B -B ~vE 

15. Observed values of EQeo plotted versus Q = xl i z for various values of Bz, when 
Bz 

known Bx1 =-Bx2 is applied. The agreement between calculation and observations is excellent. 

16. Graphical summary of final 194.TkHz data ( see Table 3.) Error bars are 1o. Values for 
B+E-, B-E+ are sign-corrected and indicated by the symbols (B+E-), (B-E+). The point labelled 
B+ is the average of B+E+,( B+E-); that labelled B- is the average of (B-E+) and B-E-. The. values 
B+ and B- are significantly different; this indicates an asymmetry even under B reversal, 
consistent with a geometric phase effect due to z and/or trim coils. The point labelled total is the 
average of B+ and B-. 

17. Histograms of 194.2 kHz B+E+, B+E-, B-E+, B-E- data, showing distributions of individual 
data points expressed in terms of da. In each case, the smooth curves are best-fit Gaussians. 
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